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Near Eastern Studies

takes you beneath the surface of events,

beyond legend and myth,

to the cultures of ancient and medieval
Near East

— a direct source

— always up-to-date

— with focus worldwide

As the only periodical in America devoted exclusively to ancient and medieval
civilizations of the area commonly designated the Near and Middle East,
Journal of Near Eastern Studies is

Publishing works of original insight from the
disciplines that make your research complete:
• archaeology • history • art • religion
• literature • linguistics • law • science
• economics

JNES saves you the time and uncertainties of
searching for and through other journals that
occasionally publish work on the Near East.

With book reviews of the latest titles in each field,
JNES provides you with information and analysis
that could lead to discoveries in your own work.

Publishing the work of distinguished scholars from
all over the world, JNES is indeed the most
international and intercommunicative source on
ancient and medieval Near and Mid East.

Journal of Near Eastern Studies,

your vessel of knowledge as you chart your
way to the past.

Edited by Robert D. Biggs, lournal of Near Eastern Studies is published quarterly by
The University of Chicago Press. One-year rates: Individuals $27.00; Institutions $50.00;
Students (with copy of ID) $20.00. Outside USA add $2.00. Visa or MasterCard accepted.
To subscribe send complete charge card information, purchase order, or payment to
The University of Chicago Press, Dept. SS6SA, Journals Division, P.O. Box 37005,
Chicago, IL 60637. 4 / 8 5
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CAMBRIDGE
Neville Chamberlain
Volume 1:1869-1929
DAVID DILKS
" . . . definit ive. . . a political biography of the highest caliber, sympathetic but
scholarly,... always lucid and readable." —The New York Times Book Review
The first biography of Neville Chamberlain to draw upon the whole range of private and
public records and the first of any kind for over twenty years. Volume 1 chronicles the first
sixty years of Chamberlain's active life, including his belated and reluctant entry into national
politics and his rapid rise to high office.
660 pp./26 plates $29.95

British Intelligence in the Second World War
Volume 3, Part 1
Editors: F.H. HINSLEY, E.E. THOMAS, C.F.G. RANSOM, AND R.C. KNIGHT
" . . . the fuller story is only now being provided... If it does not completely overturn the
accepted history of the war, it certainly compels us to revise our judgements of many impor-
tant campaigns." —Washington Post Book World

the part played by Brit-
. He and his colleagues

1 range of British government intelligence
records and to political and military archives of the war and inter war years. Their third and
final volume will be published in two parts, the first following events from the summer of 1943
to the summer of 1944.
500 pp. $39.50

Aristocratic Century
The Peerage of Eighteenth-Century England
JOHN CANNON
Since the work of Butterfield and Namier, it has commonly been said that eighteenth-century
England appears to be atomized, left with no overall interpretation. Subsequent work rein-
forced the image of a divided society. Professor Cannon uses his 1982 Wiles Lectures to offer a
different interpretation: that the widespread acceptance of aristocratic leadership gave a
remarkable intellectual, political, and social coherence to the century.
208 pp. $34.50

Women of the Regiment
Marriage and the Victorian Army
MYNATRUSTRAM
A study of the domestic background of life in the Victorian army, this book describes the lives
of women who lived on the edge of the regimental community as wives, daughters, prosti-
tutes, lovers, and workers and examines the development of policy on the marriage of men in
the ranks. It reveals the hitherto unexplored role played by the military in shaping Victorian
social policy, domestic ideology, and attitudes toward sexuality.
280 pp. $39.50

The Cambridge Historical Encyclopedia of
Great Britain and Ireland
CHRISTOPHER HAIGH, Editor
The sixty historians of Roman Britain, England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland who joined
forces under the general editorship of Dr. Christopher Haigh have concerned themselves with
political structures and social economic forces, rather than with the highlights of ancient
chronicles and recent upheavals. The Encyclopedia consists of seven chronological sections
from prehistory to the present decade, completed by a biographical Who's Who, which identi-
fies over eight hundred men and women with essential facts.
384 pp. over 300 illustrations (many in color) $35.00

All prices subject to change. Order from your bookstore or call our Customer Service at
1-800-431-1580 (outside New York State and Canada). MasterCard or Visa accepted.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS, 32 East 57th Street, New York, New York 10022.
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The
Journal of

Modern History
" . . . is the
best, the
liveliest,
the most
interesting
scholarly
journal
devoted to
European
history in
this country,
and probably
the world."

— Gene Brucker,
University of

California,

Berkeley

Recognized as the leading American journal for the study
of European intellectual, political, and cultural history, the
JMH owes much of its reputation to its distinguished roster
of contributors.

Peter Burke
John Clive
Gordon Craig
Francois Furet
Eugenio Garin

Anthony Giddens
Felix Gilbert
Alan MacFarlane
William H.McNeill
Arnaldo Momigliano
Wolfgang Mommsen

Peter Paret
J.G. A. Pocock
OrestRanum
James J. Sheehan
Hayden White
Heinrich Winkler

The Journal's geographical and temporal range — the
history of the European continent since the Renaissance —
make it unique: the JMH explores not only events and
movements in specific countries but also broader questions
that span particular times and places.

The intellectual unfolding that happens in its pages makes
the JMH accessible and of value not only to the specialist
but also to the broadly educated layperson interested in the
forces that have shaped the history of Western civilization.

Published quarterly,
and Julius Kirshner.

Edited by Keith Baker, John Boyer,

20% DISCOUNT
with this coupon

Introductory 1-year subscriptions: • Individuals $21.60 D Institutions $36.00
• Indiv. members of AHA and HA (Great Britain) $16.00 • Students (with copy of ID) $16.00

Add $3.00postage for subscriptions mailed outside the USA.

(D)

Name
Address .
Cily . Slate/Counlry . . Z I P .

Visa and Master Card accepted. Please mail this coupon with payment, purchase order, or charge card
information to The University of Chicago Press, P.O. Box 37005, Chicago. IL 60637.
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Alfred Gilbert
Richard Dorment

Alfred Gilbert, the great nine-
teenth-century sculptor, was one of
the most flamboyant and tragic per-
sonalities in the history of English
art. In this beautifully illustrated
book, Dorment has combined
biography, art criticism, and social
history to create the first compre-
hensive study of the life and work of
this major artist. 192 b/w + 8
color illus. $29.95

Art Beyond the
Gallery in Early
Twentieth'Century
England
Richard Cork

This lively and authoritative book
considers some of the most impor-
tant decorative schemes of early
twentieth-century British art.
Focusing on a selection of Jacob
Epstein's sculptural programs and
the most influential work of Wyn-
dham Lewis, the Vorticist Group,
and Roger Fry's Omega Workshops,
Cork not only provides thoughtful
analyses of the works of art them-
selves but also sets these projects
within a wider historical and social
context. 308 b/w + 16 color
illus. $65.00

Answer to a
Poisoned Book
The Yale Edition of the Complete
Works of St. Thomas More, Volume II
edited by Stephen M. Foley and
Clarence H. Miller

The authoritative edition of More's
last polemical work. $60.00

Selections from
George Eliot's
Letters
edited by Gordon S. Haight

"A masterly selection from the mas-
sive correspondence of nineteenth-
century Britain's great lady of
letters. Gordon Haight, her distin-
guished biographer, has brought
into a single volume a judicious
selection of letters to friends and
lovers, professionals, and eminent
Victorians. . . . It is a book to
cherish."—Leon Edel $25.00

Now available in paperback

Thomas More
History and Providence
Alistair Fox

This first comprehensive account of
More's intellectual career traces the
connections between his spiritual
and public lives as they are revealed
in his writings.

"A genuine landmark." — G. R.
Elton, The New York Review of Books
$10.95

Yale University Press
Dept. 835, 92A Yale Station
New Haven, CT 06520
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No design is born a technological abstraction.

Social, political, economic, and cultural forces come into play.
Values and world views, biases and vested interests, genius and
short-sightedness are inherently expressed by technological design
and invention.

Technology and Culture
documents this — and more.*
Encompassing the work of historians, engineers, economists,
philosophers, anthropologists, and social scientists, Technology and
Culture covers the interaction of technology with: social organizations,
scientific and intellectual movements, the arts and humanities, and
economic and political change.

•The impact of the field
By subscribing to Technology and Culture you automatically become
a member of the Society for the History of Technology (SHOT) —
an international association concerned with historical and emerging
technologies and their relation to human culture. SHOT is affiliated
with the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the
American Council of Learned Societies, and the American Historical
Association.

Send today for a FREE sample copy.
Technology and Culture, published quarterly. Editor: Robert C. Post

One-year rates: Individuals $26.00; Institutions $45.00; Emeritus $22.00;
Students $18.00. Outside USA add $3.00. Visa and MasterCard accepted.
To subscribe send credit card information, purchase order, or payment to
The University of Chicago Press, Journals Division, Dept. SS6SA, Box 37005,
Chicago, IL 60637.

G Yes! Send me a FREE sample copy — I want to know more
about Technology and Culture's full context, including book
reviews, conference reports, museum exhibit critiques, and
more.

Name.

Address.

City . State/Country. Zip.

Mail this coupon to: The University of Chicago Press, Journals Division, Dept.
SS6SA, P. O. Box 37005, Chicago, IL 60637.
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Announcing . . .

MEMOIRS OF SEVERAL

LADIES
OF GREAT BRITAIN

WHO HAVE BEEN CELEBRATED FOR

THEIR WRITINGS OR SKILL IN THE

LEARNED LANGUAGES, ARTS AND SCIENCES

By George Baltard of Magdalen
College, Oxford. Edited with
an Introduction by Ruth Perry.
This volume makes generally
available Ballard's rare histo-
ry of learned Englishwomen
of the sixteenth through
eighteenth centuries. 490 pages,
ISBN 0-8143-1747-2, $30.00

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS
The Leonard N. Simons Building

5959 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48202

WbyneSkMUrtvamty

it
Islands of History Marshall Sahlins
The islands of history that Sahlins discusses are South Seas islands whose
histories have touched our own — Hawaii, Fiji, New Zealand. But he is also
concerned with the insular thinking in Western scholarship that creates false
dichotomies between past and present, between structure and event, between
the individual and society. Sahlin's provocative reflections form a powerful
critique of Western history and anthropology.
Cloth $22.50 200 pages

The University of C H I C A G O Press

5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637 _
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Back issues of this title
available in microform

Send for our new catalogue.

Name

Institution

Street

City

State

Kraus Microform

Title

Zip

Route 100, Millwood, NY 10546
(914) 762-2200
A Division of Kraus-Thomson Organization Ltd
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Christian
E l

Dautd L.€]diuards
MAt your bookstore, or write:

WM. B. EERDMANS
PUBLISHING CO.

255 JEFFERSON AVE. S.E. / GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. 4950]

Volume 1
Its Story to the Reformation
"The best one-volume guide to this period available,"

-CHRISTIANITY TODAY
"An exciting popular account of the history of Christianity in England.
...Written in an exceptionally lively style, the book is a highly
competent survey, useful for both lay persons and more advanced
students." _ R E V I E W A N D EXposiTOR

Volume 2
From the Reformation to the iSth Century
"Exceptionally valuable....Thanks to Edwards' tight and stylish

writing, the narrative and arguments never
sag; there is not a single flaccid sentence."

-CHURCH TIMES
"A magnificent book....The special glory is
the intertwining of the spiritual and
political themes"

-ELIZABETH LANGFORD

Volume 3
From the iffl/i Century to the First
World W i r
"A wide-ranging and lively book....These
pages are crammed with larger-than-life and
out-of-the-way facts."

—THE TIMES, London
p Paper, f

each
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Lord Liverpool
The Life and Political Career of
Robert Banks Jenkinson, Second Earl of
Liverpool, 1770-1828

Norman Gash
In this biography, Norman Gash places
Lord Liverpool within the kaleidoscopic
parliamentary politics of the time, to
reveal the life and career of one of the
great European conservatives.

"Those who know Professor Gash's previous
work will immediately recognize his great virtues as a his-

torian: control, style, insight, formidable narrative gifts..."
-Times Literary Supplement

13 halftones $20.00

available in paperback

Wars and Revolutions
Britain, 1760-1815

Ian R. Christie
Christie traces the origins of the American Revolution in the
Parliament and the palace and reinterprets the period as an
epoch of survival. His particular emphasis on war and empire
illuminates the important relationship between the evolution
of British policy and imperial and international affairs.

"New History of England... has already established itself as a
valuable and successful series... Wars and Revolutions is
another excellent example, both clear and readable."

-Times Literary Supplement
New History of England $8.95 paper

Harvard
University
Press 79 Garden Street

Cambridge, MA 02138
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